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The list of sample articulations available to you are even longer than the instruments in
the library. You can express yourself in musical language that will suit a million different

styles of music, and you'll find that the more you add to your song, the better it will
sound. Miroslav Philharmonik 2 makes it easy to flexibly adapt to your song with

numerous keyboard shortcuts, chord buttons, layer controls and more. It's a huge
library, but you will find that it's not overwhelming and you will find yourself coming
back again and again for more. It's a way of synthesizing the real instruments of the

orchestra into a single multifaceted instrument that can be performed in any style you
choose. Listening to it is one thing, but listening to it as a composer is something else

again. Miroslav Philharmonik 2 is a symphony in sound. It's perfectly obvious that this is
yet another demonstration of virtuosic musical skills on the part of the Miroslav team.
It's not only the largest recorded orchestral consort in the world, it's also the first ever
fully sampled one. And, unlike nearly all its predecessors, this great instrumentation
collection contains trumpets, trombones, tubas, violins, cellos, bassoons, sopranos,

altos, tenors, baritones, basses, euphoniums and gamba. In addition, the Soprano Bass
Clarinet, Alto Bass Clarinet and Contrabass Clarinet have been recorded here for the

first time. You'll hear an astonishing range of cajons, glockenspiels, bells, harmonicas,
chimes, vibraphones and even a shaker. Like Miroslav 2, Concert Harp is full of tricks to

give you even more realistic sonic flexibility. The original recording series of this
fabulous piece of sonic wizardry was recorded in studios equipped with state-of-the-art

condenser mics and the latest digital technology to give you an unparalleled sonic
experience. However, that's not all; Concert Harp features 'room-remix' technology, a

revolutionary microphone listening system that combines real-time reverberation
compensation and tonal equalization. This technique allows the listener to hear exactly
what the performer hears in a live room. Moreover, the console design has been revised

to facilitate greater flexibility in EQ and dynamics settings, with new soundboards
featuring more effective echo simulation. In short, this is one of the most advanced

music libraries I've ever heard.
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Concert hall reverberation, stereo spread (not just stereo widening like on most
libraries, this is a full console like in a real concert hall), vibraphone slide and other
room effects are also carefully simulated. Unlike most libraries that only provide the
same dark, reverberant sound over the entire stereo spread, Miroslav Philharmonik 2
provides special effects for specific stereo locations. For instance, the reverberation at
the center of the room will differ from the reverberation of the sides, so the distant and

nearby areas are not identical. You can also choose between competing ambiances
using higher and lower level of reverberation and use various room modes to create

spaces like a concert hall, chapel, a small stage or a big house. The Drums Group, The
Pianos Group, The Strings Group, The Synths Group, The Woodwinds Group, The Brass
Group, The Percussion Group, The Keyboards and The Vox are among the other groups

in the library. As is the case with most libraries in this price range, Miroslav
Philharmonik 2 offers 30 high-quality effects (extract is included). There are 5 different
dynamics (to mix and impact sounds). 20 pad controls (the max of the real instruments

are 24), 15 custom controls and 7 dynamics. Some of them can't be used on a real
instrument, but are included here for their sonic quality. Each instrument has up to 24

keys, and you can scroll up and down through notes. Within each group there are minor
and major modes. Major Modes are represented by capital letters. For example, the
strings are part of the group "String V". Strings can be played in Major, Minor, and

Diminished modes. To play a note, simply click on the first key of the group you want.
After clicking a note, all the keys will begin animating towards the note. If there is a flag
underneath the note, like the 'A' flag of 'A major', you can click on that, and an indicator
will appear (to show whether its in Major mode, Minor mode, or Diminished mode). Note

that the strings do not animate in the full range of the real instrument. Miroslav
Philharmonik 2 is able to get near the real instrument ranges, but it can't get to the

extreme real ranges (the high and low end of the real instruments). Nevertheless, these
ranges are sufficient to provide a wide variety of articulations (accelerations, legatos,

staccatos and so on). 5ec8ef588b
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